
. Using a 7/64” drill bit, align the 
in place and drill thorugh the slots made in top 

plate where they will pass through the mesh.
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. Align the mesh section, making sure it
is perfectly centered. Use masking tape to hold it in 
place for the following hole drilling procedure.

. Remove the plastic plastic push pins and T-20 Torx 
screws retaining the top of the grille. Fold side panels 
back out of the way.

. Thoroughly clean the factory grille and apply protective
masking tape to the chrome surround and to the top 
of the grille and chrome surfaces of the GMC emblem.
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54

(includes):
12 Gage S.S. Mesh Surround
(9) #8 x 1-1/4” Black Cap Plugs

(items listed below):

(11) ESNA Half Nuts
(6) 1/2” Black Truss Head Screws
(2) 1/2” Torx T-10 Pin Head Screws
(1) Torx T-10 Pin Head Tool

1314-0034-10
1999-0311-00

1314-0158-10
1999-0264-00
1999-0065-00
3999-9035-00
1999-0109-00
1999-0107-00

Fine Mesh Grille Part # 1314-0102-10 2

(includes):
“Denali’ Style Grille
(10) #8 x 1-1/4” Black Cap Plugs

(items listed below):

(10) ESNA Half Nuts

1314-0184-10
1999-0311-00

1314-0158-10
1999-0264-00
1999-0065-00

“Denali” Style Grille Part # 1314-0185-10

. Remove the three (3) plastic plastic push pins per side 
plastic panels and fold side panels back out of the way.

1



. Apply extra masking tape around the 
grille opening. Use a scotch brite pad to scuff the 
exposed chrome factory grille surround.

Use a 5/16” drill bit to relieve the bottom grille open-
ing (as shown) at all the lower stud locations. Relieve 
the grille up approximately 3/16” - 1/4” in height for 
adequate stud clearance.
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. Carefully align the E&G grille (Mesh surround or 
“Denali” Style) over the factory grille, making sure you 
do not cut through the protective masking tape. Make 
sure the studs pass through the slots in the factory 
grille .

. Use a grease pencil to mark the stud locations across 
the bottom of the factory grille.
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.
Trim the ends from the 

supplied black cap plugs and push them down over 
the studs to conceal the threads once the grille is 
installed . 

Apply flat or semi-gloss black paint to 
the scuffed chrome surround and allow the paint to 
dry.
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6

. Once the upper mounting holes are 
drilled, remove the and the . 

Remove all the protective masking tape 
applied in . Retape the factory chrome grille sur-
round, making sure the tape folds over the edge of the
surround by 1/2” (as shown). 



.

Trim the ends from the installed black cap plugs
on the mounting studs and push them down over 
the studs to conceal the threads once the emblem 
surround is installed. 
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7,8
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. Align the over the or 
align the over the factory grille, 
making sure all the mounting studs pass through the 
knotches in the mesh (mesh grille) and the slots in the
factory grille (all grilles). Install a 

and a onto the side 
mounting studs.

install the
over the three bottom center mounting studs and 
install . Tighten until the grille is
snug but ! Overtightening
the nuts will damage the surround or “Denali” style 
grille by indenting at the stud locations.
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With the top of the surround firmly
against the mesh, center the top mounting plate and 
tighten the installed in 

.
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7,8

. Align the chrome plated mesh sec-
tion and the top plate into place and install the sup-
plied #8 x 1/2” black truss head screws.

at this time. 
Leave them loose for mesh adjustments.
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. Align the emblem surround around
the factory GMC emblem and use 

and to secure. 
the nuts or you will indent the 

emblem surround at the stud locations.
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Install the supplied 
to secure the corners of the grille sur-

round to the factory grille.

. Push firmly against the top of the 
grille surround and use a 1/16” drill bit to drillt 
through the center of the upper mounting holes
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. Reinstall the radiator support 
panel cover and the torx T-20 screws removed
in to finish the grille installation.
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Once the grille has been installed, peel 
off the protective liner from the polished stainless steel. 
Use a mild solvent and a soft cloth to remove any glue 
residue from the stainless steel. Use alcohol or glass 
cleaner and a soft cloth to remove any solvent residue 
to finish.
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E&G GRILLES BILLET GRILLES

http://www.carid.com/eg-classics/
http://www.carid.com/billet-grilles.html

